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Online CRST Examination Preperation Course has launched!

Safety Results Ltd has teamed up with Lambton College, based in Sarnia, Ontario, to bring you THE
best online CRST Examination Preparation Workshop!
Registrations for this course will be accepted by Lambton College until 4:00PM CST, July 10.
When researching methods to deliver this top-notch course, we were expressly interested in
associating with a distinguished educational institution as opposed to unknown online entities. It was
vitally important that we aligned ourselves with an institution that believes in the same degree of
ethics, high attention to service, content and quality as we do.
Established in 1966, Lambton College has the enviable reputation as a pioneer in Mobile Learning.
They are a global leader in applied research, education and innovation. Their work in a number of
fields continues to exceed expectations, which makes them a perfect fit for what we do.
Alan D. Quilley CRSP started Safety Results Ltd 20+ years ago and has received numerous
accolades due quality and value of our Workshops, study material and his teaching style.
We are delighted to be working alongside Lambton College to bring this exceptional online course to
you which can be done at your own pace.
To review and register in this online course, please click here. (Registrations are handled exclusively
by Lambton College)
To complement your online course, and exclusively for Lambton College students confirmed in the
course, we are offering the study material at a special student discounted rate of $375.00 CAD plus
applicable taxes. (This represents a significant reduction on retail; no other discounts apply). Shipping
(within Canada only) is included in this price. If you do not live in Canada, additional shipping costs
will apply - please contact Marie for those details. To order textbooks at the student prices for this
course, please click here.
We are very excited about this new venture. Please email Marie if you have additional questions.
Contact Safety Results
Alan D. Quilley CRSP
780-710-0276
aquilley@safetyresults.ca

www.safetyresults.ca
Copyright © 2020 Safety Results Ltd. Sherwood Park, Alberta. All Rights Reserved.

CPD Mandatory Ethics Program

Along with our amazing CRST course Safety
Results, in conjunction with Lambton College,
are thrilled to also announce that we have been
selected by the BCRSP as a CPD Mandatory
Ethics Program provider. Due COVID-19,
Lambton College has required some time to
finalize this new Ethics course due their having
to transfer all of their other courses to an online
format. We are hoping that this course will
launch in September. A reminder as per the
BCRSP: “Every BCRSP Certificant is expected
to practice ethical behavior to the best of their
abilities. Each Certificant is commited to do this
by adhering to the BCRSP Code of Conduct. In
addition, each certificant is required to complete
at least 2 hours of ethics training during each
CPD cycle (effective for submissions due on
or after January 1, 2021).”
If you are interested in this course, please email
Marie. As soon as Lambton College launches
the course, she will send you an email with more
information.
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Transcribed notes from the BCRSP’s
AGM, held June 29/20

The BCRSP held their AGM and the following
are notes transcribed from Nikki Wright’s
presentation. They are presented here with her
permission.
“The June CRSP Examination administration
was not able to proceed due the unavailability of
testing center locations. All candidates that
were impacted by this have had their writing
windows extended. And we have extended the
fall writing window by a week to accommodate
the additional candidate numbers we anticipate.

At this point in time, the August CRST
Examination is still scheduled to proceed.
However, we are monitoring the situation with
our testing center provider Pearson VUE and if
there are any changes to that, updates will be
provided to candidates directly.
We have also seen a decrease in applications
since March in part due to the difficulty of
obtaining the documentation that is required. But
also we know because many health and safety
professionals have been fully engaged in their
workplaces dealing with the Covid-19 pandemic
response matters and therefore do not have the
time to focus on the application process”.
Re: BCRSP 2015 Blueprint - Extension of
Validity
“We had originally planned for the new Blueprint
to come into effect with the February 2021
exam, however that is now being deferred
until the June 2021 exam. So the February
2021 administration will be to the existing 2015
Blueprint. That information will be communicated
to all eligible candidates in the near future”.
Re: Certificants and CPD
“For certificants, we know that your ability to
obtain CPD credits will have been impacted.
So to that end, at the recent governing board
meeting, the following changes were approved
to the CPD program.
The point maximum will be lifted temporarily
on category A6 Self-Directed learning in order
to allow certificants to claim webinars, or
other online learning that normally would be
unverifiable in that category. The point maximum
will also be lifted on category A3 foundational
OSH courses, and A4 OSH related seminars,
workshops, conferences etc, in order to allow
certificates to claim all activities that they may
have completed already in their cycle periods.
We recognize that some of you will have
previously maxed out in those category areas,
so by removing the maximum, you may have
activities that would not have been counted
that will now count. And finally, a special point
category will be created in order to allow
certificants to conduct reflective learning
exercise on the learnings and growth in your
professional practice in dealing with the
Covid-19 pandemic. A template will be provided
for this and the completion of the template
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will be required in order to claim points in this
category. 5 points will be available in this
special category. More information will be
communicated on this via email in the near
future. The governing board just approved
these changes yesterday at our meeting. So
we have a little work to do and update and
documentation, but that will be forthcoming to
all of you. So you have that to reference. We
will also be holding another CPD webinar in the
early fall of 2020 and will review these changes.
Re: Answer to Question regarding timeframe
of information re CPD changes.
There will be communication coming on
the CPD changes. We will be updating the
documentation and providing communication to
all certificants about those changes via email.
You can expect that in the next 3 - 4 weeks
We have a little bit of work to do on our end to
get the template ready and update the system
to override the maximums that are currently in
there”.
The above information will be updated to the
BCRSP’s site within the next couple of weeks.
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Compliments for our CRSP and CRST
Examination Courses and Study
Material
“I wanted to share wit hyou that I’m a
CRSP! Thank you for your wisdom and
support!”
“I hope you and Alan are well. I am just
sending you this email to inform you
guys that I passed my CRST exam on
my second writing.
Just wanted to thank you guys – your
books, practice exams, prep course
and study material were beyond helpful
in attaining my certification”.
“Just a quick note to let you both know
that I passed the BCRSP exam from
the February 14th writing...I actually
think I did quite well.
A big thanks to both of you for the
resources and course you facilitated.
It definitely made the difference for
me and I am very glad a colleague
recommended the course (I say
recommended but it was more of a
strongly urged lol)”
“Alan, I have passed the crst
exam!Bcrsp has mailed out results and
results are available online. Thank you
for putting together a thoughtful and
valuable study material. I am waiting to
receive the formal results through mail”.
“I am grateful to Safety Results for
creating the CRSTx study materials,
manual and practice exams alike. The
manual guided my studying and the
practice exams helped me to find my
knowledge gaps and where I needed to
study more. I focused my studying on
what was in the manual, and it paid off
as I have received confirmation that I
successfully wrote the exam”.
Thank you so much for these wonderful
testimonials. We really appreciate them!

CRSP AND CRST VIRTUAL COACHING EXAMINATION PREPARATION COURSES
Due COVID-19, we have paused our in-person classes. We have temporarily removed all dates for
our courses for the balance of the year as we don’t feel it ethical to book dates and hold onto student
funds for a class that may not be able to be held.
It has always been Alan’s commitment to help candidates with their studies for the CRSPEX and
the CRSTEX, and we are pleased to announce that we have expanded our offers to include Special
Virtual Coaching Packages.
This package is currently available to those that are writing the 2015 Bluerpint CRSPEX taking place
September 2020 and January 2021 as well as the CRSTEX taking place August 2019.
We will provide all of the material (shipped at our cost within Canada only) that you would have
received in one of our in-person Workshops.
We are delighted to offer discounts to current members in good standing of the CSSE and WOHSS.
For more information on those discounts, please contact Marie.
Our special package also includes 6 hours of personal instruction by Alan D Quilley CRSP. The
hours are broken down however you wish; the first session will take 2 hours. There will be homework
assignments between the calls. Calls are individualized and held via phone or Zoom Video
Conference, your choice.
“It’s really important to know who is trying to teach you something”. - Alan D Quilley CRSP
Who is your Coach?
Alan Quilley CRSP is our engaging, dynamic instructor and he will teach you how to study, truly
demonstrating that you can enjoy learning. He’s a respected industry leader in OH&S and has the
credentials to prove it. A working CRSP who not only consults, but also trains within North America
and internationally. Actively working with companies, helping them create their Health and Safety
programs, as well as being regularly invited to present health and safety topics all over the world,
Alan doesn’t just teach it, he lives it.
With his decades of practice experience in various OH&S industries coupled with his qualiifications
in adult education (he developed, designed and instructed OH&S programs at the U of A, U of C and
NAIT, as well as showing you the techniques to help you focus your studies, why look elsewhere?
When selecting your mentor, take the time to really reaearch who other providers are and what
they’ve done. We believe that they simply won’t measure up to our instructor in terms of quality,
experience and teaching style. And, we are confident you will find our process better than the rest.
“There are no hard questions if you know the answers”. - Alan D Quilley CRSP
CRSP Special Coaching Package
Inclusions:
• Package and material (material shipped at
our cost within Canada only) based on the
2015 CRSP Examination Blueprint
• 6 hours personal instruction with Alan
• CRSP Exam Prep Manual
• CRSP Exam Prep Practice Questions and
Answers Examination Workbook
• Series 1 & 2 Multiple Choice FlashCards
• Handbook (offered only to those taking part
in this Special Coaching Package)
• $999.00 + tax

CRST Special Coaching Package
Inclusions:
• Package and material (material shipped at
our cost within Canada only) based on the
2019 CRST Examination Blueprint
• 6 hours personal instruction with Alan
• CRST Exam Prep Manual
• CRST Exam Prep Practice Questions and
Answers Examination Workbook
• Handbook (offered only to those taking part
in this Special Coaching Package)
• $849.00 + tax

For more information, please visit our website at either CRSP Courses or CRST Courses
The Board of Canadian Registered Safety Professionals (BCRSP) does not have any involvement in the development,
content or distribution of any courses or materials associated with preparing for BCRSP examinations.

